RoboLock is a keyless entry system managed completely through your smartphone.
Many of our favorite concepts from classes have been combined into one design.
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var net = require('net');

var tcp_server = net.createServer( function(c) {
    c.on('data', function(data) {
        c.write("Hello RoboLock");
    });
});

tcp_server.listen(1234);
void setExpireTime(Code* a, BYTE expire)
{
    RICTime currTime = RTCGetTime();
    switch (expire) {
        case EXPIRE_ONE_MINUTE:
            currTime.RTC_Min++;
            if (currTime.RTC_Min > 60) {
                currTime.RTC_Min = 0;
                currTime.RTC_Hour++;
                if (currTime.RTC_Hour > 24) {
                    currTime.RTC_Hour = 0;
                    currTime.RTC_Yday++;
                    if (currTime.RTC_Yday > 365) {
                        currTime.RTC_Yday = 0;
                        currTime.RTC_Year++;
                    }
                }
            }
            break;
        case EXPIRE_ONE_DAY:
            currTime.RTC_Yday += 1;
            if (currTime.RTC_Yday > 365) {
                currTime.RTC_Yday = 365 - (currTime.RTC_Yday);
                currTime.RTC_Year++;
            }
            break;
        case EXPIRE_THREE_DAYS:
            currTime.RTC_Yday += 3;
            if (currTime.RTC_Yday > 365) {
                currTime.RTC_Yday = 365 - (currTime.RTC_Yday);
                currTime.RTC_Year++;
            }
            break;
        case EXPIRE_ONE_WEEK:
            currTime.RTC_Yday += 7;
    }
}
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